In recent years there has been a great interest in robot software control architectures. However, although many interesting solutions have been presented, most of the research tackled problems related to single robots perceiving, navigating and acting in common environments. Instead, most of the practical applications of mobile robotics for service tasks in civilian environments consist of systems composed of multiple robots communicating with each other, with external sensing and actuating devices, and with external supervising workstations. For these reasons and thanks to the progress in communication technology, research issues in autonomous robot architectures have to be addressed also taking into account this multi-agent notion of robot autonomy. In this sense, the RoboCup competition offers a great opportunity to address this problem because the software architecture of a robot soccer player must allow a successful intra-robot integration of the different activities (visual perception, path planning, strategy planning, motion control, etc.) spanning over many different types of representation (raw sensor data, images, symbolic plans, etc.). Moreover the architecture must also guarantee a successful inter-robot integration by supporting communication and co-operation. This paper focuses on this problem, presenting ETHNOS-IV -a programming environment for the design of a real time control system composed of different robots, devices and external supervising or control stations -which is used within the Italian ART robot team. ETHNOS provides support from three main point of views which will be addressed in detail: inter-robot and intra-robot communication, real-time task scheduling, and software engineering and code-reuse. Experimental results illustrating the advantages of this approach will also be presented.
Introduction
In recent years there has been a great interest in robot software control architectures, witnessed by the many conferences [CIRA, 98] , workshops [AAAI, 95] and journal special issues [JETAI, 97] dedicated to this problem. However, although many interesting solutions have been presented, most of the research tackled problems related to single robots perceiving, navigating and acting in common environments. In particular, the difficulties in the integration of different paradigms of representation (symbolic, diagrammatic [Glasgow, 95] and procedural [Brooks, 91] ) and of different types of robotenvironment interactions (reactive and deliberative) [Arkin, 90] [Ferguson, 92] [Hayes- Roth, 95] have been the focus of investigation. Instead, most of the practical applications of mobile robotics for service tasks in civilian environments consist of systems composed of multiple robots communicating with each other, with external sensing and actuating devices, and with external supervising workstations. For example, in surveillance applications [Everett, 96] , there will be a certain number of mobile robots moving around in the area to be guarded, interacting with traditional static wallmounted anti-intrusion sensors, with automatic doors and with human guardians in a central control room. In a hospital [Evans, 95] , the robots will receive requests (for transporting medicines or even patients) from the different departments, negotiating how to best serve them.
For these reasons and thanks to the progress in communication technology which has widened the horizon of distributed robotics [AR,1998 ], research issues in autonomous robot architectures have to be addressed also taking into account this multi-agent notion of robot autonomy. In this sense, the RoboCup [Kitano, 97] competition offers a great opportunity to address this problem because the software architecture of a robot soccer player must allow a successful intra-robot integration of the different activities (visual perception, path planning, strategy planning, motion control, etc.) spanning over many different types of representation (raw sensor data, images, symbolic plans, etc.). Moreover the architecture must also guarantee a successful inter-robot integration by supporting communication and co-operation. This paper focuses on this problem, presenting ETHNOS-IV -a programming environment for the design of a real time control system composed of different robots, devices and external supervising or control stations -which is being used in the Italian ART robot team. ETHNOS provides support from three main point of views which will be addressed in detail:
• from the communication perspective it supports and optimises transparent inter-robot information exchange across different media (cable or wireless).
• from the runtime perspective it provides support for the real-time execution of periodic and aperiodic tasks, schedulability analysis, event handling, and resource allocation and synchronisation.
• from the software engineering perspective it provides support for rapid development, platform independence and software integration and re-use.
The paper is organised as follows: in the next section we provide an overview of the ETHNOS environment and its dedicated operating system; the third section focuses on intra-and inter-robot communication whose characteristics constitute the founding elements of the system; the fourth section deals with real time support both in the analysis of the application and during its execution; the fifth section presents the advantages from the programming side; the sixth section discusses some of our experimental results illustrating the advantages in the use of ETHNOS in RoboCup. Conclusions follow.
ETHNOS IV
ETHNOS IV (Expert Tribe in a Hybrid Network Operating System 1 ) is the latest result (the fourth version), in a project that began more than four years ago, for the study and development of a programming environment for multi autonomous robot systems. It is composed of:
1. ETHNOS IV, a dedicated distributed real-time operating system, from which the overall environment takes its name, supporting different representation, communication, and execution requirements. These functionalities are built on top of a Posix compliant Linux RT kernel. 2. a dedicated network communication protocol designed for both the single robot and the multirobot environment, specifically taking noisy wireless communication into account, 3. an object oriented Application Programming Interface (API) based on the C++ language (and a subset based on Java), 4. a set of additional development tools (a robot simulator, a Java-applet template, etc.)
The reference architecture of a single robot, and consequently of the ETHNOS operating system, is entirely based on the concept of expert, a concurrent agent responsible for a specific deliberative or reactive behaviour. Experts are members of a tribe which are distributed in separate villages (network computers) normally depending on their computational task. An example related to the HEIR cognitive model [Piaggio, 98] is depicted in figure 1. Three non-hierarchically organised components can be noticed, each characterised by the type of knowledge it deals with: a symbolic component (S), handling a declarative explicit propositional formalism, a diagrammatic component (D), dealing with analogical, iconic representations, and a reactive behaviour based component (R). The experts (depicted as circles) are also classified depending on the component they belong to: symbolic(S), diagrammatic(D) or reactive(R). Each group corresponds to a different set of computational tasks, distinguished depending on: the type of cognitive activity carried out, timing constraints, type of data managed, duration, etc. Within this general framework, ETHNOS supports (throughout its protocols or APIs) or performs (throughout its kernel calls) different functions:
• It supports the creation of, and access to, shared representations (in the figure the KB and the different iconic instances D1, D2, etc.).
• It allows the concurrent execution and real time scheduling of different experts transparently and efficiently implemented as real-time threads, and their transparent synchronisation when accessing the above shared resources.
• It supports both asynchronous and synchronous intra-robot, inter-expert communication.
• It supports transparent asynchronous inter-robot communication.
• It allows experts to suspend, waiting for the occurrence of specific events (reception of particular message types or even combinations of them) to avoid wasting computational time. Moreover it allows each expert to specify a desired period of execution which the Posix real time scheduler will transparently be instructed to respect.
The next sections will deal with these properties in greater detail. However, before moving on, it is worth clarifying that ETHNOS does not imply a precise cognitive architecture nor does it explicitly deal with robot co-ordination. In fact, even though it has been designed in order to support the specific hybrid HEIR cognitive model, it is sufficiently general to be used in other cognitive or architectural organisations, functioning as a substrate between the robot and the control software. Figure 2 illustrates this concept depicting the use of ETHNOS in the implementation of three different architectures [Brooks, 91] [Piaggio, 98] [Gat, 92] . The same characteristics apply to multi-robot control in which ETHNOS could implement different co-ordination strategies as in [Parker, 96] [Matsumoto, 96] . Moreover, even within the Italian Robot Team ART, different research units involved have adopted ETHNOS IV as their reference underlying architecture (for the soccer player for which they are responsible) even though they adopt different scientific solutions: behaviour based techniques, artificial potential field methods or fuzzy logic. 
Inter-Expert and Inter-Robot Communication
One of goals of the RoboCup competition is to encourage the comparison and exchange of methodologies, techniques and algorithms within the robotics and artificial intelligence community. A common programming environment which, without imposing significant constraints on the single components, allows to easily put together the result of different researchers within the same group (or possibly also across different groups) is certainly a contribution in this direction. In harmony with this goal, the ETHNOS programming environment allows the robots to be programmed in such a way that the different experts can be integrated, during development but also at run time, with little or no intervention in the software of the expert itself, thus facilitating both rapid prototyping and dynamic architectural reconfiguration. The first property facilitates the development of a robot application (from a set of components or behaviours) even by non highly specialised programmers (for industrial purposes but also for didactic activity in student projects, particularly relevant in RoboCup); the second property allows the system to easily scale-up to a robot capable of different complex activities and thus to be able to switch at run-time from a configuration in which it is performing a certain task (for example in which the robot is attacking and thus the active behaviours are responsible of ball pushing, path planning, and obstacle avoidance) to a different configuration (for example in which the robot is defending and the active behaviours are responsible of opponent-tracking, ball interception, etc.).
These properties are achieved by exploiting a suitable inter-expert communication protocol which comprises of three different communication methods:
• asynchronous message-based communication,
• synchronous access to an expert based on the type of service, • access to a shared representation.
The first method is the most general of the three and it is at the base of ETHNOS applications, in particular in the communication between experts of different type (i.e. handling different types of representations). It is a message-based communication protocol (the EIEP -Expert Information Exchange Protocol [Piaggio, 97] ) fully integrated with the expert scheduler. The EIEP encourages the system developer to de-couple the different experts in execution, to reach, as close as possible, the limit situation in which the single expert is not aware of what and how many other experts are running. In this way an expert can be added, removed or modified at run-time without altering the other components of the system.
Expert de-coupling is achieved by eliminating any static communication link. The EIEP is essentially an efficient implementation of a blackboard [Engelmore, 88] in a network distributed environment. In fact, the EIE protocol is mainly based on an asynchronous message-based method in which the single expert subscribes to the particular message types, known a priori. When another expert publishes any message of the subscribed types, the subscriber receives it transparently. In this way, an expert does not know, explicitly, who the sender of a message is or to which other experts, if any, its message would is being distributed. Moreover, the same principles apply also if the application is distributed in a computer network: messages are distributed and received regardless of the particular machine on which they were produced or on which an expert subscribed [Piaggio, 98b] . Thus, from this point of view, the same application is programmed in the same way, whether it will run with all the experts executing on the same computer (robot soccer player) or with the experts executing on different computers connected in a network (soccer player and supervising station or remote high-level component responsible of non time-critical computationally intensive tasks). Figure  3 illustrates this concept.
The second method provides synchronous access in a way that is similar (from the programming point of view) to function calling. Analogously to the asynchronous communication, is based on two primitives:
• an expert declares the external services it can carry out: examples might be get-robot-position, increase-robot-speed, • an expert requests a particular synchronous service to the operating system. In the first step the operating system keeps the information on the types of services available, defined a priori, and on the experts which can carry them out. In the second step the operating system searches the previously stored information and provides the expert with the connection to the service required. It is important to notice that this connection will be maintained until the expert explicitly declares that it needs the service no further. Thus, during the normal expert execution the service access will be practically equivalent, in terms of efficiency and behaviour, to a standard function call. The benefits deriving from this approach clearly emerge only when experts are dynamically removed or modified. In this case, it is possible that a service currently in use by some other expert will no longer be available. The operating system, however, detects the critical situation and, searching again in its database, re-connects the related expert(s) to another one providing the same type of service and currently in execution. The third and last method of communication allow the experts to share information stored in a common area of memory. It is very important when two or more experts need to work on the same, analogical or symbolic, data of relatively large dimensions. In this situation both previous methods are not applicable to real systems: the former, based on messages, is highly inefficient because of the implicit cost due to dealing with messages of inevitably large size; the latter implies the ownership of the memory by a single expert which would therefore share with it its lifetime. Again two steps are required:
• Shared representation creation. Representations are characterised by a type to which they belong (i.e. soccer field top-view bitmap, navigation potential field, etc.), a name, the number of maximum users and the resources required (memory size,..). When an expert creates a representation it specifies the type to which it belongs; in alternative, if, interrogating the system, it discovers that a representation of the same type has already been created, it connects as a creator to the existing one.
• Representation Use. Experts that only use the representation information "connect", indirectly throughout the OS, referring to the type (and optionally to the name) only and not to the representation instance directly. This avoids rigid coupling because an expert that needs to use a specific representation only focuses on the representation type and not on the expert or experts providing it.
The distinction between creators and users is necessary to let the system know (and as a consequence the connected experts) if a representation is still kept updated (i.e. at least one creator is present).
ETHNOS also provides transparent inter-robot communication support. In fact, using the same EIEP principle, messages can be exchanged on the basis of their contents not only within the same robot (potentially network distributed -for example the goal keeper might be implemented with the control software on board and with the vision processing off-board) but also among different robots (players within the same team). However, in case of a single robot, experts running on a particular machine do not have to be aware of the location of the message receivers (on the same machine or on another one in the network). In inter-robot communication the situation is different and it is often important to know exactly who the sender is. Moreover it is also important to distinguish between internal messages (meaning messages to be distributed within the machines implementing a single player) and external messages (meaning messages to be sent from a player to another) to avoid the explosion of unnecessary network data communication.
In ETHNOS the different experts are allowed to subscribe to communication clubs. For example, we may envisage a single club to which the different players belong or even different clubs, one for the reactive components, one for the diagrammatic components, etc. Message subscription and publication can thus be distinguished in internal, internal and in a specific club or internal and external in all clubs. Again, it is the responsibility of the system to dynamically transparently distribute the messages to the appropriate receivers. Figure 4 shows some example configurations that we have tested. In particular we are allowing the robots to communicate in a single club -the team club -(to which all of them have subscribed) and with an external supervisor (the coach) which monitors the activity of all the players. Moreover since in the RoboCup (and in general in mobile robotics) network communication is often wireless (i.e. radio link, Wavelan©, etc.), due to noise or interference transmission packets are sometimes lost. In this context, both TCP-IP and UDP-IP based communication cannot be used: the former because it is intrinsically not efficient in a noisy environment; the latter because it does not guarantee the arrival of a message, nor any information on whether it has arrived or not. For this reason we have also designed a protocol for this type of applications, called EEUDP (Ethnos Extended UDP) because, based on the UDP, it extends it with the necessary properties.
The EEUDP allows the transmission of messages with different priorities. The minimum priority corresponds to the basic UDP (there is no guarantee on the message arrival) and should be used for data of little importance or data that is frequently updated (for example the robot position in the environment that is periodically published). The maximum priority is similar to TCP because the message is sent until its reception is acknowledged. However, it differs because it does not guarantee that the order of arrival of the different messages is identical to the order in which they have been sent (irrelevant in ETHNOS applications because every message is independent of the others), which is the cause of the major TCP overhead. Different in-between priorities allow the re-transmission of a message until its reception is acknowledged for different time periods (i.e. 5 ms, 10 ms, etc.). 
Real-Time Expert Scheduling
Another important aspect of the ETHNOS environment is the support in the real-time analysis and execution of the different experts. However, before dealing with these properties, let us first investigate the timing requirements of the different activities that are carried out by RoboCup players.
Even if it seems intuitive that a mainly reactive approach is best suited for tackling with the highly dynamic environment of a RoboCup match (there is probably not enough time for symbolic planning before acting if you want to reach the ball, avoid adversaries or score a goal in most situations), some kind of more deliberative activity could be carried on in the background to increase the performances of the single player and thus of the whole team: see for example game strategy and team mates coordination (currently mostly investigated in simulated and small-size RoboCup [Stone, 97] ). Given such premises the concurrent tasks that the robot has to perform have different timing characteristics and requirements: while most of the tasks are periodic and sporadic ones with upper-bounded and very short computational time and have hard/soft real time requirements (i.e. reading sensors, locally choosing the best trajectory to reach the ball, piloting actuators etc.), the deliberative activities are carried on by tasks whose execution time probably cannot be upper bounded or which is very long with respect to the reactive ones. An overall architecture for the development of RoboCup players should, in our view, take these aspects into accout and thus permit the integration of reactive planning and control activities (whose execution is critical for the system and which therefore have real time requirements) with deliberative ones (whose execution is not critical for the good functioning of the system but which can increase performance in many situations).
Firstly, it is important to establish which scheduling policy (and in particular between pre-emptive and non pre-emptive scheduling) is best suited for the development of such a robotic application. The answer is not so evident as it at first could appear: pre-emptive scheduling traditionally offers great advantages on the scheduling side (the greater processor utilisation and the lower latency in the execution of sporadic tasks) but it also has the undiscussed drawbacks of an increased difficulty on the programming side (the well known problems associated with the access to critical regions, deadlocks and priority inversions). Moreover, it is not so clear if the pre-emption advantages are so considerable for what concerns RoboCup applications: in fact, if we consider the subset of tasks which have real time scheduling requirements, they are all tasks with very short and upper bounded execution time. Therefore, for the scheduling of these tasks, it is efficient to adopt a non pre-emptive Earliest Deadline First scheduling policy as showed by Jeffay in [Jeffay, 91] . Jeffay demonstrated that EDF algorithm is optimum for non pre-emptive scheduling of a set of tasks with unspecified release times: this gives us opportunity of predicting the system behaviour (by means of the schedulability analysis of the task set) without suffering from pre-emption drawbacks. Obviously we have to take into consideration the bigger constraint about the maximum latency of the execution of a sporadic task (bigger than the worst execution time of the longer task) which is normally acceptable.
Secondly, non real time tasks, since they are not critical to the behaviour of the system, can be executed in a separate process. They will run in the background and communicate their results to reactive components whenever the information they produce can be used to guide the reactive behaviour of the system. It should be outlined that, given the non time-predictable nature of these activities, such communication happens very seldom with respect to the continuos exchange of information between the real time tasks.
Taking these consideration into account there are different possible solutions to this scheduling problem ranging from two extremes (illustrated in figure 5) in which: 1) real time Experts can be mapped, one to one, into different Posix Threads and scheduled as stated by the Rate Monotonic algorithm [Liu, 73] with a Deferrable Periodic Server [Strosnider, 95] where as background experts can be assigned a lower priority, 2) there are two processes: a higher priority process, which non pre-emptively schedules the tasks with real time responsiveness requirements, and a lower priority process, which executes in the background (when the higher level process is not running) the deliberative tasks required for co-ordination activities (whose execution time cannot be bound and whose requirements are not real time).
Lowest priority Lowest priority In ETHNOS IV these two extreme solutions as well as intermediate ones can be applied depending on the characteristic of the application that is being programmed. In the former the Rate Monotonic algorithm (chosen because of its ease of implementation in every Posix compliant OS) is exploited, allowing a low maximum latency time. In the latter low latency is traded off with both an increased processor utilisation, due to a lower context switching rate (with respect to a fully pre-emptive scheduler), and a reduced need of primitives for synchronising accesses to critical regions. When the user wants to add the experts to the system, he must specify whether he wants them to be executed as separate threads (following the Rate Monotonic policy) or scheduled together in the non pre-emptive thread (as stated in the non pre-emptive EDF). The background thread is always given the lowest priority.
It is worth noticing that as well as providing transparent real-time execution (automatic computation of the required priorities) ETHNOS also includes a tool for analysing the feasibility of the scheduling task. In fact, in a preliminary phase, in both the Rate Monotonic and the EDF scheduler cases, ETHNOS performs an approximate worst execution time analysis (approximate in the sense that it does not offer any tool for guiding the programmer in writing the code in a way that such an analysis is possible and significant: it is the programmer's duty to provide a way of exploring all the conditional branches during this phase) for each Expert. It is also important to outline that, because of the soft real time requirements of such applications, the worst analysis computation does not have to be extremely precise.
The Programming Interface
ETHNOS-IV has been designed to facilitate the development of complex distributed real-time applications even by non highly specialised users. This is particularly true in the RoboCup context, in which the exchange of research results between attending teams assumes a relevant interest.
For this reason we have developed a dedicated ETHNOS programming environment for the development of robotics applications, providing an object oriented programming interface (EPIEthnos Programming Interface) for the software implementation of the different components of the architecture. The EPI consists of a library of abstract C++ classes related to all the elements of the architecture (experts, timers, messages, expert activation and termination requests, etc.), encapsulating their properties and their common behaviours.
An examples is depicted in figure 6 . The abstract class ETExpert is the base class for defining the behaviour of a generic expert; ETPeriodicExpert, ETAperiodicExpert and ETBackgroundExpert classes inherit its properties and pose further constraints on the expert timing characteristics. ETExpert class implements primitives for the creation of a generic runnable experts, its methods allow the local and global subscription to message types and the publication of messages. ETPeriodicExpert class inherits ETExpert properties requiring the user to specify the expert period, which will be used by the scheduler to verify the scheduling conditions (as described in the previous section) and eventually to insert the expert in the set of experts which will be scheduled during the system run. ETAperiodicExpert class inherits ETExpert properties requiring the user to specify the execution conditions (that is the messages whose receptions should cause the execution of the expert code) and the minimum time between two consequent executions, which will be used by the scheduler for testing the scheduling conditions and inserting it in the set. ETBackgroundExpert class does not require the specification of an execution period (background experts are continuously executed in the lower priority thread whenever the processor is not busy with higher priority threads). The user that needs to build a new expert must simply inherit the appropriate expert class. The C++ code for a simple example is shown in figure 7 . It can be noted that three main functions have been defined: Init, Close, and DoYourDuty. These are the abstract virtual functions of the base class that must be implemented in the concrete expert code. The Init function determines the expert behaviour on activation, the Close function establishes its behaviour on termination, and DoYourDuty defines the action that has to be either periodically (ETPeriodicExpert) or continuously (ETBackgroundExpert) carried out or executed in response to specific messages (ETAperiodicExpert).
Thus, in ETHNOS, object orientation in the expert definition, expert de-coupling based on the EIE protocol, and flat real-time execution are jointly exploited to allow the user to rapidly put together different experts and build a prototype of a real-time application. Notice that this can be carried out automatically without having to explicitly modify the experts for any new configuration.
Experimental Results
ETHNOS has been extensively tested and evaluated in RoboCup in the Italian Middle Size Robot Team -ART. In this section we will describe the advantages of its use in this domain from the different points of view that have been mentioned throughout the paper: from the communication perspective, from the runtime perspective and from the software engineering perspective. Let us examine all these aspects in detail.
Communication
From the communication perspective the support provided by ETHNOS is at two different levels: network communication and message distribution. For network communication the system allocates a maximum guaranteed and dedicated time. This value is computed automatically on the basis of the schedulability analysis so that the real time execution of the user experts is also guaranteed. Thus clearly the value depends on the computational load of the experts in execution as well as the processor speed. In figure 8 the four graphs represent different machines (with different processing power) corresponding to three robots (Relé, Homer and Bart) and a coach, connected using Wavelans®. The top line in the graph indicates the calculated time available each 100 ms for communication purposes. Clearly this value decreases as the number of experts in execution increase (and so the computational load). The bottom line indicates the time spent in communication which also increases with the number of experts (this is because for this experiment we have assumed that the activity of every expert involves either transmission or reception of messages). In this way it is always possible to determine a priori whether the system is capable of both communicating information and executing in real time. For example, if we consider Relé, the limit situations in which the two lines converge is also the limit beyond which the schedulability analysis fails. Instead, if we consider Bart, real time scheduling is possible also beyond the intersecting point but only if we accept communication degradation.
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Figure 9 Message Communication for Robot Co-ordination
In figure 9 an example exploiting the ETHNOS communication protocol to co-ordinate two robots for the achievement of a common goal is depicted. In the example, Bart is provided with a camera but its actuators are switched off so that it cannot move. On the contrary, Homer does not have a camera but it is free to wander about. Homer uses the vision messages sent by Bart to locate the ball and, if it is sufficiently well positioned in the field, it pushes the ball towards the opponent goal. In the figure we have emphasised the messages produced by the experts running in Homer and Bart during a 100ms interval in two different situations: Homer going to the ball and Homer carrying the ball. On the right of the figure the experts in execution and the type of messages distributed are listed. A part of these messages is shared in broadcast (implicitly on the basis of the EIE protocol) on the local network (lines in bold in the figure) and can therefore be received by the other robots or by a supervision workstation. Notice that only Bart's expert n. 4 (ETVision) produces vision messages (MSG_BALL_PERCEPTION). Such messages are received by Homer and, in particular, by the expert n. 3 (ETArbiter). In the absence of analogous locally produces messages, ETArbiter uses them to activate different behaviours (experts ETGoToBall, ETCarryBall, ETNearWall etc.) depending on the situation in which the robot is in.
Real-Time Execution
From the real-time execution perspective we have experimentally compared in terms of efficiency the two scheduling techniques mentioned. The graphs in figure 10 and 11 depict the results obtained by running the system with a set of periodic tasks (varying in number and duration) and a single background task. The background task had to complete a certain operation requiring a fixed amount of computational time: thus the efficiency of the system was measured as the overall time taken to complete this operation in the different conditions. In figure 10 the time taken is plotted against the duration of the periodic tasks: periodic tasks are given the same duration but different periods. It can easily be noticed that non-preemptive scheduling becomes, as expected, more efficient when the processor load increases due to the more significant reduction in the number of thread context switches. It should be also outlined that if we assign the experts the same period (and therefore the same priority because of the Rate Monotonic scheduling policy) pre-emption between real time experts is no longer possible: this reduces the number of context switches and, consequently, the difference between the efficiency of the two scheduling policies. The same is true if we pose harmonic relationships between the experts' periods: in such a case we know that processor utilisation with Rate Monotonic is equal to 1 [Lehoczky, 89] . In figure 11 the time taken is plotted against the number of periodic tasks (each lasting 1.4 ms). Also in this case the greater efficiency of the non pre-emptive scheduler can be easily noted.The overhead of the system has also been evaluated on an Intel® PentiumII 400Mhz processor. The context switch time per expert is 8 µs per expert, with an overhead of approximately 6 µs with respect to the typical Linux RT thread context switch time (amounting to 2 µs). If we consider a reference application composed of 7 experts operating at a frequency of 40 Hz, at each cycle, the maximum total expert computational time will be 25 ms and the time used by the OS in context switches will approximately be 0.056 ms. Thus, in this case, ETHNOS will use globally 0.22 % of the computational resources for the expert scheduling. Notice that this includes the testing of the message based activation conditions for each expert.
Software Engineering
From the software engineering perspective ETHNOS has been widely exploited in the ART team. In fact the different research groups (belonging to different Universities or Research Institutes) involved in the RoboCup project conducted -in a preliminary phase-separate research activity and applied different scientific solutions. Thus expert de-coupling and object orientation have been exploited both within a research group to put together components developed by different people as well across groups to exchange components to be used in different architectures. Moreover each group also differed in the robot base used which was either an ActiveMedia® Pioneer robot personalized with additional sensors and actuators or the Mo2ro developed and used by the Politecnico of Milan.
In synthesis ETHNOS in ART was applied to:
• different robots: an ActiveMedia® Pioneer robot equipped with a frontal camera, a kicker and a compass, an ActiveMedia® Pioneer goalkeeper equipped with two cameras, and Mo2ro equipped with a different kicker and an omnidirectional vision sensor. Figure 12 depicts the robots used.
• different architectures: purely behaviour-based control architecture developed by the University of Padua, fuzzy logic based architecture developed by the Politecnico di Milano, and potential field based architecture developed in our laboratory.
It is worth mentioning that, despite all these differences in robots and architectures and the relatively large number of people involved (around 40), experts were successfully shared across all the different groups or subsets. Examples are the experts for robot re-localization, experts for robot coordination, and experts for robot control. Moreover inter-expert and inter-robot communication was dealt entirely the ETHNOS system, allowing the robots to communicate efficiently and transparently. 
Sample Team Actions
The communication properties of ETHNOS have also been exploited to develop a graphical monitor for displaying and debugging the team activity during a match. In fact the monitor can receive some of the information that is being exchanged between the robots simply by subscribing to the team club and to the desired message types. In figure 13 some snapshots of the monitor during a real match have are illustrated. The small dark circle represents the ball, the larger light circles represent the opponent team robots and the other black objects are the team mate robots for which the recent trajectory is also depicted. It can be easily noticed that there are many overlapping opponent robots. This is because a circle is draw relatively to the opponent perception for each robot which slightly differs because of positioning and perceptive errors. On the left figure the black team is scoring by pushing the ball directly into the goal. In the middle the opponent team is counterattacking and therefore the robot on the left is rapidly returning in defence. On the right figure the robot is preparing to kick the ball towards the goal while a team mate is positioning as a back up. Notice that in many cases there are sharp changes in the robot trajectory. This is either due to a change in the ball position or it is a movement to attempt to avoid an opponent (no longer depicted because out of the perceptive field of the robot). Figure 14 shows some photos taken during other instants of the match. 
Conclusions
This paper presented ETHNOS, a programming environment for real time control of distributed multiple robotic systems. Its properties have been described as well as its influences on the development of a soccer team for the RoboCup competition. ETHNOS, implemented on a TRC Labmate, has also been successfully tested in tested in human crowded real world environment, working continuously without performance degradation both in our laboratory and as an entertainer during social events, meeting so far approximately more than 3,500 people (Exhibition Sculture Gutenberghiane e Manifesto dell'Antilibro, Museo della Scienza e della Tecnica, Milano, MarchApril 1997, Fair Salone Formula, Magazzini del Cotone Congress Center, Genova, April 8-12 1997, Fair Salone Formula, Magazzini del Cotone Congress Center, Genova, March 1998). Another robot Snoopy is part of an on-going project for Service Robotics with the purpose of carrying food and drugs in hospitals; during such project ETHNOS has been integrated with the Lonworks Echelon system for Building Automation.
